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APPENDIX A
Failure of Engine Brake to become applied automatically after the parting of the train following the
derailment near Longfield on 10th September 1963.
In a line with standard B.R. Practice for non-steam locomotives the 24 Bo-Bo 2500 h.p. electric
locomotives built for the Southern are equipped with air brakes. To conform fully to the particular
requirements of the Region trains equipped with both automatic air or vacuum brakes can be operated
and to this end the basic brake system of the locomotive is an automatic air brake, but both air and
vacuum train pipes are provided. Control of train vacuum brakes is effected by the driver's brake valve
but an air-vacuum relay valve makes the requisite adjustments to the vacuum train pipe pressure while the
locomotive brakes are applied through the same triple valve as when working an automatic air-braked
train, but now under vacuum control. An independent straight air brake with separate brake valves is
also provided together with the usual deadman's equipment.
The selection of air or vacuum control of the triple valve is made by a valve called the Air-Vacuum
Isolating Valve whose function is to bring into play the air or vacuum control diaphragms of the triple
valve. This valve is biassed to air control and changes to vacuum control merely on the creation of a
fairly low vacuum on switching in the exhausters. Two exhausters are provided; one, fed from the line
supply and connected electrically across the motor of the main booster-generator set, runs continuously for
maintaining vacuum. The other is battery-fed and is provided to assist the "line" exhauster for brake
releasing and to maintain vacuum in the inevitable breaks of conductor rail supply when it cuts in and out
automatically according to the voltage available. The air-vacuum isolating valve is situated as close to the
"line" exhauster as possible to keep the piping between the two short.
Normally the "battery" exhauster will only cut in when the locomotive runs through a fairly long
conductor rail gap when the speed of the booster-generator set has been reduced to a value where
insufficient voltage is generated to drive the "line" exhauster at a speed high enough to maintain the
required train pipe vacuum. When cut in it will gain speed after a few seconds and this is normally
sufficient to prevent a significant drop in train pipe vacuum.
Under the conditions created by the Longfield derailment, however, the line supply was actually shortcircuited and the locomotive protective equipment operated removing the excitation of the booster set. In
the circumstances the "line" exhauster stopped almost immediately, and as the vacuum train pipe was
ruptured the vacuum fell to zero before the "battery" exhauster could even start up, with the result that
the air-vacuum isolating valve reverted to the air-braked condition so that the locomotive brakes did not
respond to the loss of vacuum in the vacuum train pipe.
The modification which it has been agreed will be necessary to overcome the combination of circumstances mentioned above consists of the addition of a magnet valve to the air-vacuum isolating valve.
This valve will be so connected that it is energised when the exhauster switch is at "off", i.e. the air-braked
condition, and de-energised when the exhauster switch is at "on", i.e. the vacuum-braked condition. When
de-energised it would cause "control" vacuum—which, once created, does not fall from 21 ins. h.g. until
vacuum working is relinquished—to act on the air-vacuum isolating valve diaphragm so preventing this
valve from changing over due to the loss of an exhauster from whatever cause. Preliminary tests have indicated no change in the vacuum "locked in" some 30 minutes after the simulation of a failed exhauster.
It will be seen that there will be a failure to safety in the event of loss of supply to the E.P. valve as,
apart from venting the vacuum control side of the diaphragm on switching off the exhauster, it plays no
further part when air-braked.
Similar brake equipment is used on the 98 Bo-Bo 1550 h.p. diesel-electric locomotives operating on
this Region but with the exhauster operated from the battery and it will be appreciated that for a similar
failure to arise it is necessary for an exhauster or its supply to fail at the same instant as the vacuum
train pipe starts. The possibilities of this are much more remote but nevertheless still exist and a similar
modification will be made to these locomotives. The investigations which have been carried out have
indicated another weakness with the particular arrangement of brake components on these diesel-electric
locomotives. It has been found that it is possible for the brake to mal-function under circumstances in
which parting of the vacuum train pipe very close to the locomotive occurs. In these circumstances the
train pipe vacuum falls rapidly to zero and the pressure gradient existing between the exhauster connection to the air vacuum isolating valve and the open end of the pipe is such that the vacuum on the
isolating valve diaphragm may fall to the changeover value. It is now suspected that this in fact occurred
on one of these locomotives following a derailment in March 1963; the weakness is of course overcome
by the modification mentioned above.
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Authorised Speed of Train
23. There seemed some uncertainty about the authorised speed of the train and I asked Mr.
G. F. Huskisson, the Line Manager, to outline the position. He has advised me that before June 1962
ferry vans trains were treated as parcels trains with a permitted speed of 75 m.p.h. The speed was
reduced then to 60 m.p.h. At the time of the accident, therefore the ferry vans train was authorised
to run at 60 m.p.h. provided that 50% of the train was braked. The fact that the train was oversize did
not affect its safe running; the load limitation is imposed with respect to the power of the locomotive,
the timing of the train, and the gradients. Shortly after the date of the accident the maximum speed of
ferry vans trains was limited to 50 m.p.h.
24. Though not contributing to the derailment in any way, the failure of the engine brake to become
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applied automatically is contrary to the Regulation of Railways Act of 1889. I therefore asked z
out and
Sykes, the Chief Mechanical and Electrical Engineer, Southern Region, how the failure ca
what steps were being taken to prevent a recurrence. His description of the circumstance hich led to
the failure and of the steps which have been taken to overcome them is given at Appendix A. It will be
noted that a very unusual set of conditions was necessary to isolate the air brake of the engine from the
vacuum control system when the derailment occurred.
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
25. As I have said there was no clear reason for this derailment. The train was seriously oversize
in accordance with current instructions, but trains of this size had been running in this service before the
revised instructions were issued in June 1963. The speed may have been a little higher than 60 m.p.h.,
but this speed is not critically significant since the authorised speed for this class of train had been 75
m.p.h. for many years. The inequalities in the track were minor in character and there was no evidence
that the maintenance was at fault. The condition of the wagon when it first became derailed could not
be clearly established owing to the damage it suffered, but it seemed to have been in order. There
is however some lateral play between the bodies and axles of the ferry vans which would allow
oscillation to take place if the train was not under traction or buffing. This is the condition which would
have applied to the train at the foot of the incline with the power regulator a little open, and I can only
assume that the wagons were travelling in the loosest condition and that the variations in cant helped an
oscillation to develop which caused the van to become derailed. It is of interest to note that a
derailment in June 1962 on the Down line close to the site of this derailment, and another of an empty
ferry van on the Down line between Borough Green and Wrotham in September 1962, both at high
speed, also occurred at the foot of long falling gradients.

26. The restriction in speed of 50 m.p.h. applied after the accident to ferry vans trains is in
accordance with a general restriction applied by the Railways Board. I understand that in April 1963 a
restriction of 50 m.p.h. was imposed on all vehicles with a wheelbase of 10 ft. or less, and that from
21st September 1963 this instruction was also applied to fast running freight trains (Class 4 and Class 4+)
except a few, specially authorised, which may travel at 55 m.p.h. or 60 m.p.h., according to class. Special
authorisation has not been asked for ferry vans trains which are in these classes though they are composed
of long wheelbase vans, and they therefore run at not more than 50 m.p.h. I understand that the restrictions applied by the Railways Board in respect of short wheelbase wagons are to remain until further
investigations into the running of 4-wheel wagons have been completed.
27. I have no doubt that the steps which Mr. Sykes has put in hand to overcome the failure of
the engine brake to become applied automatically will be successful for both types of locomotive, and
that due note of the problem, if appropriate, will be taken in the other Regions of British Railways.
28. The guard was at fault in not assessing the load of the train properly, but as Mr. Huskisson
explained the instructions were not altogether clear, and I understand that they have since been amplified.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
The Secretary,
Ministry of Transport.

W. P. REED,
Colonel.

